
  

 

LAVAL - 18 June 

Race 1 

1. GAULE ROMAINE - Pair of DQ prior to a held ninth on grass at Les Andelys recently. Others preferred.  

2. GLISS DU COURTILLE - All form has come in mounted races. Best watched on second driven start.  

3. GALATA - Held twice in this grade since resuming but has a solid record over course and distance. 

May bounce back.  

4. GALANTE HAUFOR - Three wins from four starts including a 3L success in this grade from behind the 

mobile at Graignes 29 days ago. Top chance.  

5. GRACE DU DIGEON - In excellent form this campaign prior to a DQ at Vincennes recently. Can bounce 

back in this suitable grade. Key player.  

6. GRANDISSIMA BLUE - Midfield finishes in this grade on her last two outings. Each way player.  

7. GELA DE BELLOUET - DQ on four of her last five starts but did finish a good 1.25L second in this 

grade between them. In the mix barefoot if maintaining stride.  

8. GUINNESS - Excellent form in this grade including when running out a narrow winner at Meslay-Du-

Maine. Great record without shoes. Top chance.  

9. GLORY MESLOISE - 2L runner up in a grass walk up at Sable-Sur-Sarthe. Each way player.  

10. GLOIRE DE LA BASLE - Held in last two starts but ran a good 2.5L second in a class D walk up at 

Vincennes in January. Respected on best form.  

11. GERGOVIE DE GODREL - 1.75L second in a class E mobile event at Amiens eighteen days ago. In 

the mix.  

12. GOMERA - Arrives on a hat-trick following a pair of lower grade wins on the grass. Good record at 

this trip. Key player in current form.  

13. GITANE D'AZUR - In good form this campaign including a 1.5L class D victory at Lisieux three back. 

Leading player especially if finding the front.  

14. GAYA DU BOUFFEY - Faded when 8.5L third in a class E mobile event at Argentan. Considered in 

a suitable grade.  

Summary 

GUINNESS (8) has been in excellent form in this grade including when running out a narrow winner at 

Meslay-Du-Maine. Great record racing barefoot. Top chance. GALANTE HAUFOR (4) has produced three 

wins from four starts including a 3L success in this grade from behind the mobile at Graignes. Leading 

player in current form. GITANE D'AZUR (13) arrives in great heart and scored by 1.5L in a class D victory 

at Lisieux three back. Notable runner especially if finding the front. GOMERA (12) is searching for the hat-

trick and cannot be ruled out upped in class. 

Selections 

GUINNESS (8) - GALANTE HAUFOR (4) - GITANE D'AZUR (13) - GOMERA (12)  



  

 

Race 2 

1. GLADIATOR PHEDO - 1.25L second in a class E mounted race at Cholet 23 days ago. Place claims 

back in a driven event.  

2. GENTLEMAN GWEN - Scored in a lower grade walk up at Saint Aubin two back prior to a fair 4L sixth 

behind the mobile at Caen recently. Each way player with a good barefoot record.  

3. GALIANO GRIFF - Back-to-back thirds in this grade before being DQ at La-Roche-Sur-Yon. Not ruled 

out.  

4. GRAIN DE MALICE - Made all when beating a subsequent winner by 0.75L in this grade at Reims. 

Leading player for a top driver.  

5. GEORGES L'AVENTURE - Arrives on a hat-trick following a pair of lower grade wins. Key player in 

current form.  

6. GENDREEN - 1.5L success at Tours-Chambrays prior to a pair of DQ. In the mix if maintaining stride.  

7. GALWAY DU VIVIER - Scored in a tougher grade walk up five starts ago but not quite at the same 

level since. Dangerous to rule out.  

8. GABIN D'ERONVILLE - Capable of running well at this level but arrives following a pair of DQ. Risks 

attached.  

9. GRAIN DE SEL - In excellent form in this grade with a 1.25L success at Pontchatea three back. DQ 

latest but can bounce back. Key player.  

10. GORESTAN - Held in three starts since resuming. Best watched at present.  

11. GOODWOOD - Safely accounted for on his last two starts and others preferred over this journey. 

12. GENIE DU PIN - 4.5L ninth in a class D walk up at Vincennes ten days ago. One to note down a level.  

13. GENTIANO BELLO - 4L fourth in a class D walk up at Chatelaillon La Rochelle 25 days ago. In the 

mix.  

Summary 

GRAIN DE MALICE (4) made all for a 0.75L success when beating a subsequent winner in this grade at 

Reims. Top chance for a top driver. GEORGES L'AVENTURE (5) arrives on a hat-trick following a pair of 

lower grade wins. Strong claims in current form. GENDREEN (6) scored by 1.5L at Tours-Chambrays 

prior to a pair of DQ. Dangerous to rule out if maintaining stride. GRAIN DE SEL (9) was in excellent form 

in this grade with a 1.25L success at Pontchatea three back. DQ latest but could bounce back. One to 

note. 

Selections 

GRAIN DE MALICE (4) - GEORGES L'AVENTURE (5) - GENDREEN (6) - GRAIN DE SEL (9)  



  

 

Race 3 

1. FORREST GUMP SET - 1.25L second in a class D walk up at Meslay-Du-Maine just over two weeks back. In the 

mix if replicating.  

2. FANNY DE L'OISON - 1.25L second behind Furieuse Purple in a course and distance grade D walk up. Respected.  

3. FANGIO DU GUESCLIN - 5L fourth in a class F walk up at Maure De Bretagne nineteen days ago. Races in a new 

shoeing combination. Place claims. 

4. FIDELIO BELLO - Held on both starts since resuming but was in excellent form in this grade earlier in the year. 

Leading player on best figures.  

5. FOREVER DU JOUAN - 5.25L success in a class E mobile event at Graignes fifteen days ago. Key player racing 

barefoot.  

6. FENIX DU LOISIR - 3.25L second in a class E event at Maure De Bretagne nineteen days back. In the mix.  

7. FIFTY WINNER - DQ on last three starts but capable of going well in this grade. Risks attached.  

8. FOREVER D'ARIANE - 3L success in a class D track and trip event prior to a DQ at Vincennes 24 days back. 

Respected if bouncing back.  

9. FOX PAPA TANGO - 1.75L third in a class D walk up at Maure De Bretagne. Key player for a good driver.  

10. FLEUR DE LARRE - DQ on three of her last four starts but capable of running well in this standard. Not discounted 

if maintaining stride.  

11. FURIEUSE PURPLE - Made all for 1.25L course and distance grade D success three weeks ago. Top chance in 

this suitable contest.  

12. FEE DU VERNAY - Ran well in a pair of class D walk ups prior to a DQ on grass at Sable-Sur-Sarthe. One to note.  

13. FAON DE GUERINIERE - Made all when beating a subsequent winner by 2.25L in a class C walk up at Vichy. 

Good record without shoes. Top chance.  

14. FRED DU GUERET - Beat a pair of subsequent winner by 2L in a class D walk up over course and distance. 

Leading player.  

15. FURIOSO BEACH - Well held on latest outing and best watched at present.  

Summary 

FAON DE GUERINIERE (13) made all when beating a subsequent winner by 2.25L in a class C walk up at Vichy. 

Good record racing barefoot. Top chance. FRED DU GUERET (14) beat a pair of subsequent winner by 2L in a class 

D walk up over track and trip. Notable runner in this similar contest. FURIEUSE PURPLE (11) scored by 1.25L in a 

course and distance grade D event three weeks ago. Strong claims with good track form. FOREVER DU JOUAN (5) 

has to respected following a 5.25L success in a class E mobile event at Graignes. Races barefoot. 

Selections 

FAON DE GUERINIERE (13) - FRED DU GUERET (14) - FURIEUSE PURPLE (11) - FOREVER DU JOUAN (5)  



  

 

Race 4 

1. EUREKA VRIE - Held on recent starts in lower grades. More needed.  

2. ECLAT DU BUISSON - Safely accounted for in three starts since resuming. Others 

preferred.  

3. FEE DE LUNOJO - 1.5L fourth in a class D walk up on the grass at Sable-Sur-Sarthe 

recently. Not discounted.  

4. FANFARONNEUR - Four wins from last six starts including a 1.75L success in a class D 

event at Saint-Malo twelve days ago. Key player for a good driver.    

5. FEELING BOY - Arrives in excellent form following a 0.25L success in a class D walk up at 

Argentan. Leading contender.   

6. EPICURE - Ran well three back but held in his last two starts at a lower level. More needed.  

7. EPSON D'ARIANE - Held in a class F event recently but can run well at this level if showing 

best form.  

8. FORUM DE TILLARD - 4.25L second in a class E mobile event at Amiens just under two 

weeks back. Respected.  

9. EVITA DU BOURG - Well beaten in four starts since resuming. Others preferred.  

10. FRANKLIN DE MESLAY - 3L fifth in a class E mobile event at Graignes on reappearance. 

Should strip fitter. Can go well.  

11. FREDO GRIFF - Held ninth on return from a break. Got form to be involved at this grade 

but needs to step forward.  

Summary 

FEELING BOY (5) arrives in excellent form following a 0.25L success in a class D walk up at 

Argentan. Leading player in current heart. FANFARONNEUR (4) has produced four wins from 

his last six starts including a 1.75L success in a class D event at Saint-Malo. Strong claims for 

a good driver. FORUM DE TILLARD (8) was a 4.25L second in a class E mobile event at 

Amiens just under two weeks back. Considered. FRANKLIN DE MESLAY (10) completes the 

shortlist. 

Selections 

FEELING BOY (5) - FANFARONNEUR (4) - FORUM DE TILLARD (8) - FRANKLIN DE 

MESLAY (10)  



  

 

Race 5 

1. HEMING'S BOY - Failed to complete in thirteen of fifteen starts. Impossible to recommend. 

2. HUNTING - Fifth in previous pair of walk ups in this company. More needed. 

3. HOLD UP MESLOIS - Improved third in a stronger walk up twelve days ago. In the mix if able to build 

on that good effort. 

4. HYPER HAUFOR - 5L success in this grade prior to a DQ at Maure de Bretagne. Capable of going 

close. 

5. HIMBERLAND - Breakthrough 2.5L success in a Lyon-Parilly walk up 20 days ago. Could have more 

to offer with confidence up. 

6. HEROS BARBES - Third and fifth in previous pair of walk ups in this company. Place option without 

shoes. 

7. HELECHO - 3.25L third in a better walk up at Graignes 119 days ago. Contender if sharp enough on 

return. 

8. HAKA DU RIB - Underwhelming previous two driven starts but has scored in this class earlier in the 

campaign. 

9. HALL BLACK MESS - Midfield previous three starts in this standard. Set for improvement with shoes 

for the first time. 

10. HARLINGTON - Dual winner in this grade this term and fair sixth in latest. Thereabouts racing 

barefoot. 

11. HOUSTON PEJI - In top form at this level prior to a DQ at Amiens. Key player. 

12. HERMES DU PRESSOIR - Four midfield walk up efforts in this class prior to a down the field run in 

an autostart. Place at best. 

13. HARMATTAN DU RIB - Consistent start to career with a fine third on reappearance at this level. Each 

way claims. 

14. HUIZON DES TITHAIS - Hard to enthuse after four consecutive DQs. Others more reliable. 

Summary 

HOUSTON PEJI (11) is forgiving a DQ at Amiens on previous start after three placings in this standard 

previously. Top chance on best form. HYPER HAUFOR (4) was a 5L winner in this company on 

penultimate outing. Go close with the right run. HALL BLACK MESS (9) could show more after a trio of 

midfield efforts in this class. Improvement expected racing barefoot for the first time. HARLINGTON (10) 

is one to note as a dual winner in this grade. Include for multiples. 

Selections 

HOUSTON PEJI (11) - HYPER HAUFOR (4) - HALL BLACK MESS (9) - HARLINGTON (10)  



  

 

Race 6 

1. HANAE DU RIB - Nose second in a stronger Argentan walk up without shoes twelve days ago. Shoes 

back on a concern. 

2. HELISE DE LA CAVEE - Two straight placings at this level including a Graignes success on 

penultimate outing. Player. 

3. HAPPY SOUVERAINE - Course and distance winner in easier company prior to three DQs since 

resuming. Frustrating but has ability. 

4. HELIA DE BRUYERE - Grass success in a minor La Roche walk up without shoes twelve days 

previously. More needed on this surface. 

5. HOTESSE TEJY - 0.75L grass success prior to a DQ at Amiens. Unreliable but has ability. 

6. HELSINKI - Five placings from seven driven starts to date. Each way claims. 

7. HAZEL AN HEOL - Inconsistent but has placed in this company this term. Not out of a frame spot on 

best form. 

8. HAZOE DES GLENAN - Mixed mounted form this term including a refusal in latest. May need this after 

an absence. 

9. HARMONY PERRINE - Three straight placings in this grade including a win prior to a pair of DQs. Go 

well if completing. 

10. HIPPIE DU BREIL - 6L sixth in this standard at Maure de Bretagne nineteen days ago. Place at best. 

11. HOSANNA BLUE - Eighteen race maiden who showed more in a grass walk up at this level last start. 

Consider without shoes. 

12. HERA D'ATOUT - Three driven victories from five starts including at this level 20 days ago at Lyon-

Parilly. Top chance for a notable trainer. 

13. HOP LA ANAJO - Seventeen race maiden but has not been far away from the placings this term. 

14. HOUPPELANDE - Won three of previous four turf starts including an impressive victory in this grade 

last month. More to find back on this surface but not ruled out. 

15. HADIASTART - Improved 0.25L success over track and journey 35 days ago. In the mix without shoes 

for a top rider. 

Summary 

HERA D'ATOUT (12) has won three of five driven starts to date including in this company at Lyon-Parilly 

last month. Hard to beat if completing. HADIASTART (15) rates highly after a 0.25L victory over track and 

journey 35 days ago. Top rider booking is a positive. HARMONY PERRINE (9) had good placed form in 

this standard before a trio of non-completions. Ability. HELISE DE LA CAVEE (2) is steadily progressive 

this term. Include. 

Selections 

HERA D'ATOUT (12) - HADIASTART (15) - HARMONY PERRINE (9) - HELISE DE LA CAVEE (2)  



  

 

Race 7 

1. HEFNER - Unraced entire by Ludo de Castelle. Market check advised. 

2. HOKKAIDO - Yet to place in five mounted starts. Opposed. 

3. HATZO DEBESSE - Five DQs from six driven outings. Hopes pinned on a first mounted start with a 

new shoeing combination. 

4. HECLAIR DU CANET - Beaten a long way in both mounted starts. Opposed. 

5. HEREDERO - Yet to show any worthwhile mounted form. Hard to enthuse. 

6. HIDALGO DE MIVENCE - Failed to complete in previous pair of mounted outings. Prefer to watch. 

7. HUGO OCCAGNES - 40L defeat in a Argentan mounted affair five days ago. Sharp progress needed. 

8. HAVIRAU DE HOUELLE - One placing from ten mounted starts. Others make more appeal. 

9. HELIOT BEST - Showed more when fifth in a weaker mounted event over track and trip two back. 

Place option. 

10. HIDALGO HERBLINAIE - In good driven form prior to a DQ latest. Could improve as lightly raced in 

mounted events. 

11. HOGAN DE HOUELLE - Fifth in this company prior to a DQ last start. Others make more appeal. 

12. HOUSTON ROCKET - Down the field in a driven event on reappearance. Expected to struggle back 

in a mounted event. 

13. HOMER DE FROMENTEL - Impressive 14L success in this grade over track and trip 21 days ago. 

Hard to beat if replicating. 

14. HARAMIS DU TRIEUX - 26L sixth on sole mounted start at Saint Malo twelve days ago. May improve. 

15. HIDAO LA CHENAIE - 24L seventh in this company 21 days ago. Others preferred. 

16. HETRE CHANGEEN - 0.75L Chartres driven win prior to a DQ last start. Not dismissed on mounted 

debut. 

Summary 

HOMER DE FROMENTEL (13) produced an impressive 14L success over course and distance last 

month. Tough to pass if able to replicate. HETRE CHANGEEN (16) could show up well on first mounted 

start having won a driven Saint Malo contest two starts ago. Look for any market push. HELIOT BEST (9) 

is in line for a placing if delivering best mounted form. HEFNER (1) is worth respect if attracting any market 

support debuting in a weak mounted event. 

Selections 

HOMER DE FROMENTEL (13) - HETRE CHANGEEN (16) - HELIOT BEST (9) - HEFNER (1)  



  

 

Race 8 

1. INFANTE DU BUISSON - Held fourth debuting in weaker company at Segre. Progress needed. 

2. INES BRETONNIERE - Good runner up on debut in a turf event over 2525m. Player. 

3. ILRHEA VALIERE - Fair third on debut in this class but not improved subsequently. Others preferred. 

4. ISBA DE LOU - Improved runner up over course and distance last month. Among the frame contenders 

if replicating. 

5. INTERACTIVE - One placing from five starts to date. More needed. 

6. INTENSE - Two placings in grass starts prior to a DQ at La Roche. Not discounted. 

7. IN LOVE GEDE - Two placings from three starts thus far. May improve. 

8. IRINA D'ATOUT - 6L sixth third up in stronger company having won on debut previously. Contender. 

9. INDIE HAUFOR - Nose winner second up on grass in easier company at Durtal. Forward showing 

expected. 

10. ILE DESERTE - Impressive 5.5L success second up at Saint Malo last month. Bold display likely. 

11. INFINITY DU PONT - Three DQs since a debut victory on grass. Others more reliable. 

12. IDEE ROYALE - Ran with credit with three placings from five outings thus far. Place chance. 

13. IMAGINE D'AR - One placing from ten career starts. Overall profile suggests likely to find a few too 

good. 

14. ILIOUCHKA - Held tenth over track and trip after a pair of runner up spots. Not entirely dismissed. 

15. INCANDESCENCE - 8L fifth at Saint Malo twelve days ago. Frame chance if replicating a second 

previously. 

16. ITALICA MESLOISE - Breakthrough success in a grass walk up nineteen days ago. Could find further 

progress with confidence up. 

Summary 

ILE DESERTE (10) was impressive in landing a Saint Malo walk up by 5.5L second up. Attractive chance 

with further improvement expected. IRINA D'ATOUT (8) delivered a 6L third in a better driven event on 

last start. Key player in this easier affair. INDIE HAUFOR (9) rates a genuine contender after scoring on 

second outing at Durtal. ITALICA MESLOISE (16) holds sound each way claims after a breakthrough 

success. 

Selections 

ILE DESERTE (10) - IRINA D'ATOUT (8) - INDIE HAUFOR (9) - ITALICA MESLOISE (16) 

 


